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-Aaland Islands, navigation to 147
.Abdication of—
Austrian Emperor 11, 14
Bulgarian King 11
German Emperor 12, 55
Russian Czar 12, 144
Abyssinia:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Adjudication of prize (see Prize).
Administration of occupied territory (see Armistice).
Adriatic Islands, Italy to receive 102
-Adriatic Sea, free navigation in 19
Liberation of ". 108
Mine fields in 100
Afghanistan:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Africa, Italian expansion in 103
Aggression, requisition of vessels not so considered 213
.Agreement, basis for 169
Air craft (see Armistice).
Albania:
Allocation of territory of 102
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Neutralization of . . ... 102
Protectorate of Italy;. ... . ..„....-.-.. -. 102
Alliance, Lithuania and Germany 54
Allies:
Armistices 13, 14, 35, 56, 159
Agreement with Italy 101
Armistice Commission (see Armistice).
Commercial agreements with neutrals 167, 194
Export of goods to 144, 195
Military cooperation of 101
Terms of armistice suggested by 211
War Council (see Supreme War Council).
A Isace-Lorraine
:
Delivery of railroads of 59
Evacuation of 57, 68
Inhabitants to be paid debts 77
Maintenance of railroads in 72
American nations, solidarity of 99
Amerongen, Netherlands, abdication of KaiSer at 55
Amier River, anchorage prohibition in 136
Anchorage:
Prohibitions 134, 136
Regulations 45, 121, 136, 163, 164
Angary (see Requisition).








Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200-
Armed merchant vessels:
Consul to guaranty defensive character 39




Interned inhabitants to be handed over to Allies 160
Arming of vessels in neutral territory (see Base of operations).
Armistice:
Administration of occupied territory 17, 30, 35, 58
Aerial forces immobilized 66
Air craft to be concentrated 19
Arrest of persons violating 146
Blockade to continue 19, 66
Cessation of hostilities 14, 18, 21, 26, 34, 37, 56, 63, 85, 145, 147, 161
Consuls, withdrawal of 36
Control of merchant fleet 83
Control of telegraph, telephone, and radio 37, 70, 73, 160
Declaration of German plenipotentiaries on signing 73
Demobilization 14, 30, 35, 160
Denunciation of treaties 62
Destruction in evacuated territory forbidden 35, 58, 83
Destruction of military material forbidden 16, 29, 160'
Destruction of naval material forbidden 67
Destruction of vessels forbidden 20, 27,28
Diplomatic officials of allied powers to withdraw 36
Duration of 67
Effect of noncombatants 74
Evacuation of persons of allied nationality 161
Evacuation of territory 15, 35, 57, 61, 148, 160, 161
Evacuation of troops 17, 30, 36
Execution of 73 , 76, 78, 79, 85 •
Execution of impossible 74
Financial guaranties 77
Financial guaranties not fulfilled 76
Fortifications to be dismantled 19
Freedom of navigation 18, 19, 65
Horses to be retained 22
Injury to inhabitants of evacuated regions forbidden 58
Intercourse between belligerents 146
Interment of dead 146
Internal administration exempt from interference 34
Internment of troops 17
Internment of vessels 64, 6 5
Line of demarkation 146, 147
Maintenance of troops 33, 60
Material not to be removed from evacuated territory 35, 66
Means of communication not to be impaired.-. . 59
Military forces allowed for police 30 :
Military practice 148
Mine fields to be indicated 19,27,33,60,65,160
Mines to be discharged 25
Nationals of allied powers to withdraw 36
Navalstores to be supplied 160-
Index. 217
Armistice—Continued. Page.
Neutrality questions not to be raised 66
Neutral zone 21,58,69,83,146
Notification of neutrals 18, 63, 67
Occupation of evacuated territory 16, 29, 30, 57, 6 9
' Occupation of neutral zone 76
Occupation of right bank of Rhine 83
Occupation of strategic points 17, 31, 37, 160
Occupation of territory 19, 160, 161
Passage of troops forbidden 34
Passage of troops permitted 31, 33, 37
Personal equipment to be retained 22, 36
Pillage forbidden 16
Pilots to be furnished 29
Place of surrendering material 23
Poisoned wells to be revealed 60
Population of evacuated regions, ill treatment of 76
Ports to be opened 38
Postal and telegraphic communication forbidden 33
Postal control 34






111 treatment of 76
Repatriation of 17,20,25,33,36,60,63,80,160
Troops to become '. 21, 24, 36, 57
Prolongation of 75, 78, 85
Prosecution of inhabitants forbidden 58





Reenforcement of troops forbidden 145
Reestablishment of cultural and commercial relations 149
Relations with ally to cease 34, 38, 161
Reparation for damages 63
Repatriation of interned civilians 25, 33, 36, 57, 160
Repatriation of prisoners of war. (See Armistice, prisoners of war.)
Reprisals for violation of 60
Restoration of industrial and agricultural material 82
Of money and papers 63
Of property in invaded regions 77, 78




Payment for 24, 60
Permitted 17,33,60
Sick and wounded, care of in occupied territory 17
Straits to be opened to navigation 160
Submarines not delivered 76
Surrender of agricultural machinery 79
Of goods in evacuated territory „ ." . . . . 59
Of military material 16, 22, 32, 36, 5?
Of submarines 18, 63, 81
Of territory 160
(See also Armistice, occupation of territory.)







Telephone, control of 34
Termination of 85, 145
Termination not automatic on nonexecution 67
Time—For evacuation 24, 28, 30, 57, 58, 68, 69, 74
For surrendering material 64, 70, 83
Transfer of vessels forbidden 67
Transmission of intelligence, means of, under occupants' control 37, 70, 73, 160
Transportation, maintenance of, in evacuated territory 70, 71
Transport material, use of 17, 31
Troops, surrender of. (See Armistice, surrender oi troops.)
Vessels
—
Liable to capture , 19, 66
Movement of, to be notified 26, 63
Surrender of. (See Armistice, surrender of vessels.)
Violation of. 76
-Armistice commissions:
Allied. .........;. 23, 25, 28, 70, 79
German 79
International . 68, 72, 76, 79, 86, 148, 149
Maintenance of 26
Armistices:
Austria-Hungary with Allies and associated powers 13, 14
Bulgaria with Allies 13,35
Germany with Allies and associated powers 13, 56
Hungary with Allies and associated powers 30
List of, European war 12
Roumania with central powers 12
Russia with central powers 13, 145
Turkey with Allies 13, 159
. Asia Minor, mine fields on coast of ^ 48
Assir, surrender of garrison. : 161
Associated powers and Allies, armistices 13, 14, 56.
Asturias, British hospital ship 90
Asylum:
In time of peace 45
To belligerent war vessels 50, 121, 151
To prizes 51, 152
To submarine vessels 118
Austria-Hungary:
Abdication of Emperor 11, 14
Armistices 13, 14
Autonomy of people demanded 210
Declaration of oppressed nationalities of 107
Declaration of war 11
Evacuation of territory 15
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Independence of nationalities demanded .• 210
Opposed to national aspirations 108
Recognition of States by 11, 12, 13
Requisition of vessel of - 171
Autonomy:
Declaration of 47
Of army recognized 210, 211
Of nationalities demanded 210
Auxiliary vessel. (See Vessels.)
Index. 219
Page.
A zores, war zone around 51
Baku, occupation of 160
•-•Balance- of power in Mediterannean 102
Baltic ports, exports from, prohibited 139
Baltic Sea:
Free access to 65
Mine fields in 135
Base of operations:
Augmenting crew of belligerent war vessel in neutral territory forbidden 50, 151
Departure of vessel intended to cruise from neutral waters forbidden 152
Establishment of coaling station in neutral territory forbidden 152
Increase of armament in neutral port forbidden 50, 151, 152
Repair of belligerent war vessel in neutral territory forbidden without author-
ization 151
Use of neutral territory as, forbidden 152
Batum, occupation of 160
Bay of Biscay, war zone in 201
IBays . (See Territorial waters .
)
Belgian Relief Commission, vessels of 52, 168
Belgium:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Evacuation of 57, 66, 68
Belligerency, recognition of 209, 210
(See also Recognition.)
Bergen, Norway, military port 117
Bill of sale, ship's paper 40
Blacklist:
Bunkers to be refused to vessels trading with firms on 205
Cable to firms on, prohibited 188
Importance of 91
United States 193, 194
Black Sea, mine fields in 28, 33, 132, 160





Great Britain, report on administration of 91
Importance of 91
Inability for breach of 40, 42, 44, 128
Method of conducting 92
Of Italy 107
Unaffected by armistice 66
(See also Armistice.)
Blockaded waters, war zone referred to as 52
Bolivia:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Bone fide transfer 39
Boris, Bulgarian king, abdication of 11
Bosphorus, opening of 160
Bothnia, Gulf of:
Mine fields in 136
Navigation in 138
Bourgas, Bay of, entry forbidden 1 35
Brazil:
Decree revoking neutrality 34
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
220 Index.
Page.
Brenner River, to be boundary of Italy 10r
Bret-Litovsk:
Armistice of, Russia-Central powers 145
Treaty of, Russia-Central powers 62, 145
Bucharest, treaty of, denounced 62
Bulgaria:
Abdication of emperor \\
Armistice 13, 35.
Circular, defensive sea area 35
Declaration of war U
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited ,. 200-
Bunker coal, United States regulations 202
(See also Navigation regulations.
)
Bunkers, definition of 202
Cable:
Censorship of. (See Censorship.)
Method of operating under Government control 191, 192
United States, law authorizing taking over by Government 190
(See also Transmission of intelligence.)
Canada:
Law, transfer of vessels 87
Licenses for export to 195
Canal, Kaiser Wilhelm, navigation of 50
Capture:
Exemptions from 42




Vessels liable to 42, 122
Cargo:
Invoice of, on captured vessel 42
(See also Enemy goods, Neutral goods.)




Addresses 173, 174, 178, 181, 184, 188
Atlantic cables, by United States 180
Codes permitted 173, 174, 177, 180, 186
Conformity of United States to British and French 183
Information to be furnished censor 173, 175, 178, 181, 183, 185, 186, 189
Languages permitted 173, 174, 177, 180, 186
Location of stations for, in United States 173, 175, 179, 182, 187
Name of vessel to be designated 181, 187
Objects of 172
Penalty for attempt to evade 183
Personnel directing in United States 172
Prohibited matter 176, 180, 183
Message to blacklisted firm 188
Message to enemy territory 180, 184








'Cernavoda, mine fields near 119
Cessation of hostilities. (See Armistice.)
Charles, Austrian Emperor, abdication 11,14
Charter party, ship's paper 40
Chief of State, sojourn of vessel carrying 45, 50, 121
Chile:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
China:
Export to, prohibited 196,198
Import from, prohibited 200
Regulations, prize 39
Regulations, sojourn of vessels 38
Christiansand, Norway, military port 117
Citizen, definition of 206
Clearance of vessel, circumstances in which forbidden 163
Coaling in neutral port of belligerent war vessel:
Full bunker rule 50, 1 51
Three months' interval rule ". 152
(See also Base of operations.)
Coaling station, not to be established in neutral territory 152
Coast fishing vessel. (See Vessels.)
Cobelligerent:
Application of neutrality laws to 162
Censorship of cables to 180
Permitted to recruit in United States 162
Codes telegraphic. (See Censorship.)
Coercion o f neutral 169, 193
Colombia:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Combatan ts, definition 40
(See also Persons.)
Commercial restrictions:
Allied or national vessels to be used - 143
Bunker coal regulations 94
Call at British port required 94
Coercion of neutrals 93,169,193
Commodities of which export prohibited 196, 198
Commodities of which import prohibited 200
" Conservation list" 195
Destination of goods to be affirmed 204
Discrimination forbidden 196, 198, 199
Embargoes 193,194
To border neutrals 94
Exports Administration Board created, United States 192
Export Council created, United States 192
Export licenses authorized 140, 192, 195
Procedure for obtaining 194, 197
Export prohibitions 95, 139, 195
Purpose of 195
Great Britain, policy in reference to 91
Proclamations relating to 95, 97
Import licenses, procedure for obtaining 194
Required 201
Legality of measures 94
" Letters of assurance" not required 194
Methods of bringing economic pressure on neutrals 93
220 Index.
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Brenner River, to be boundary of Italy 10r
Bret-Litovsk:
Armistice of, Russia-Central powers 145
.
Treaty of, Russia-Central powers 62, 145
Bucharest, treaty of, denounced 62
Bulgaria:
Abdication of emperor 11
Armistice 13, 35
Circular, defensive sea area 35.
Declaration of war 11
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited ,. 200*
Bunker coal, United States regulations 202
(See also Navigation regulations.
)
Bunkers, definition of 202
Cable:
Censorship of. (See Censorship.)
Method of operating under Government control 191, 192
United States, law authorizing taking over by Government 190
(See also Transmission of intelligence.)
Canada:
Law, transfer of vessels 87
Licenses for export to 195
Canal, Kaiser Wilhelm, navigation of . 50
Capture:
Exemptions from 42




Vessels liable to 42, 122
Cargo:
Invoice of, on captured vessel 42
(See also Enemy goods, Neutral goods.)





Atlantic cables, by United States 180
Codes permitted 173, 174, 177, 180, 186
Conformity of United States to British and French 183
. Information to be furnished censor 173, 175, 178, 181, 183, 185, 186, 189
Languages permitted 173, 174, 177, 180, 186
Location of stations for, in United States 173, 175, 179, 182, 187
Name of vessel to be designated 181, 187
Objects of. 172
Penalty for attempt to evade 183
Personnel directing in United States 172
Prohibited matter 176, 180, 183
Message to blacklisted firm 188
Message to enemy territory 180, 184








• Cernavoda, mine fields near 119
Cessation of hostilities. (See Armistice.)
Charles, Austrian Emperor, abdication 11, 14
Charter party, ship's paper 40
Chief of State, sojourn of vessel carrying 45, 50, 121
Chile:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
China:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Regulations, prize 39
Regulations, sojourn of vessels 38
Christiansand, Norway, military port 117
Citizen, definition of 206
Clearance of vessel, circumstances in which forbidden 163
Coaling in neutral port of belligerent war vessel:
Full bunker rule -. 50, 151
Three months' interval rule 152
(See also Base of operations.)
Coaling station, not to be established in neutral territory 152
Coast fishing vessel. (See Vessels.)
Cobelligerent:
Application of neutrality laws to 162
Censorship of cables to 180
Permitted to recruit in United States 162
Codes telegraphic. (See Censorship.)
Coercion of neutral 169, 193
Colombia:
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from
, prohibited 200
Combatan ts, definition 40
(See also Persons.)
Commercial restrictions:
Allied or national vessels to be used 143
Bunker coal regulations 94
Call at British port required 94
Coercion of neutrals 93, 169, 193
Commodities of which export prohibited 196,198
Commodities of which import prohibited 200
"Conservation list" 195
Destination of goods to be affirmed 204
Discrimination forbidden • 196, 198, 199
Embargoes 193, 194
To border neutrals 94
Exports Administration Board created, United States 192
Export Council created, United States 192
Export licenses authorized 140, 192, 195
Procedure for obtaining 194, 197
Export prohibitions 95, 139, 195
Purpose of 195
Great Britain, policy in reference to 91
Proclamations relating to 95, 97
Import licenses, procedure for obtaining 194
Required 201
Legality of measures 94
" Letters of assurance" not required 194
Methods of bringing economic pressure on neutrals 93
222 Index.
Commercial restrictions—Continued. Page.
Military and naval material embargoed 96
Netherlands, relations with allies 167
Obj ect of 193-
Penalty for violation of ] 96
Personal effects exempt from embargo 98
Preemption 93
Printed matter exempt from embargo 98
Rationing schedules 92
Retaliation 193
Russia, regulations relating to 139
States to which export prohibited 196, 198
States from which import prohibited 200
Statistics of trade 93
Trade agreements. (See Treaties.)
United States—Laws relating to 193, 195, 197, 199
Policy m reference to 197
Proclamations relating to 195, 197, 199
Trading with the enemy act 193
War Trade Council created, United States 192
Commissions. (See Armistice.)
Committee on Public Information, United States, to regulate censorship 172"
Compensation. (See Peace terms, Requisition.)
Condemnation, vessels liable to 44
'
(See also Prize.)
Confederation, Lithunia and Germany 55 •
Confiscation
:
Liability of vessel to 123
(See also Prize.)
Of illegally transferred vessel 48
Consul:
To be informed of transfer of vessel 1-5 -






Absolute 1 22, 125
Application of continuous voyage to . . i 125
Application of days of grace to 123, 124
Conditional 122, 125
Destination of 125
Liability of. 124, 125
Liability of vessel for carriage of 40, 42, 44, 125, 130
Merchant vessel not itself considered so 125 •
Regulations to be issued 40
Rules of : 122
Vessels carrying not permitted in convoy 154
Conversion of vessel 113
Convoy, enemy, liability of vessels under ? 42, 44
Convoy, neutral:
Procedure for arranging 153
Purpose of 153
Responsibility of vessels under 155
Swedish law relating to 153
To be respected 41
Vessels permitted in 154
Corfu, Declaration of. (See Declaration of Corfu.)




Declaration of War 11
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Courland (Curland), export from
,
prohibited 139, 1 43
Crew list, ship's paper 40
Cuba:
Declaration of War 11
Export to. prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200-
Recognition of States by 11
Customs regulations 152
Cyrenaica, surrender of ports in 161
Czecho-Slovakia:
Barrier to aggression 49
Declaration of independence 11, 108
Recognition of 11, 13, 49, 99, 109, 209
Dalmatia:
Evacuation of -. 15, 24
Italy to receive 102
Danube:
Mine fields in 33, 1 18
Mine fields to be removed from 28
Free navigat ion in , 19
Danzig 62"
.Dardanelles, opening of 160
Days of grace:
Application to contraband. (See Contraband.)
Japanese declaration relating to 118-
Reciprocity in 113
Route to be followed by vessel receiving 131
Declaration of Corfu 102




Jugo-Slav peoples 12, 107
Ukraine 12
Declaration of London:
Application of, discontinued. 130
Enemy character (art. 57) 129
Report of drafting committee to be considered 127
Russian decree relating to 130
Declaration of Rome (1918) 107
Declaration of war:
Effect of, by United States against Germany 94
List of, in European war 11
Principle justifying—Duty to contribute to triumph of cause of civilization. . 99^
Declarations of war:
Bulgaria against Roumania 11
Costa Rica against Germany 11





Italy against Central powers 103
Haiti against Germany 11
Honduras against Germany 11, 99
Nicaragua against
—




De facto governments, recognition of 12, 209, 210
Defensive sea area:
Bulgaria, circular relating to 35
Chesapeake Bay 164
German Bay 53
Germany, notice of 53
Japan, notice of 109, 110
Navigation in, forbidden 158
Neutral 156,158
Penalty for violation of 162
Turkish circular relating to 159
United States, Executive order relating to 164
United States, law relating to 161
Vessels in, may be fired on 159
Waters around Samesand Khies 159
White Sea 133
(See also Navigation regulations.)
Demobilization. (See Armistice.)
Denmark:
Export to, prohibited 97,196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Minefields off coast of 134, 135
Mine laying by 134
Recognition of States by 11
To be notified of freedom of navigation 67
Trade agreements of 194
Destination:
Of eneny vessels 113
Of goods to be guaranteed , 141, 204
(See also Contraband.)
Destruction:
Of enemy vessels 126
Of hospital ships
—
Great Britain, statements relating to 89, 90










In forbidden area • 131
(See also Armistice.)
Diplomatic officers:
To give guaranty of destination of goods 141
To give notice of sojourn of vessel 121
Vessels carrying, sojourn of 45, 50, 121
(See also Armistice.)
Dedacanesous Islands, Italy to receive 102
Domicile:
Definition 39
Evidence of enemy character • • • • 39
Of corporations 39
Dominican Republic:
Export to, prohibited 196,198
Import from, prohibited 200
Donegal, British hospital ship 90, 91
Dunnage. (See Navigation regulations.)
Index. 225
Ecuador: Page.
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Regulations, sojourn of vessels 45
Egypt-
Exports to, prohibited 190, 198
Imports from, prohibited 200
Embargo, on blacklisted firms 92
(See also Commercial restrictions.)
Emergency, existence of proclaimed 166












Ownership 39, 52, 129, 130
Russian order relating to 129
Service 39, 52
State which has yielded tonnage to enemy 53
Subject to visit 40
(See also Vessels.)
Enemy ownership, goods of, liable to condemnation 44
Enemy persons:
Definition of 193
Vessels not to be chartered to 203
Enemy service, liability of vessels in 123, 130
Enemy territory, messages to, forbidden 180, 184
Enemy trade:
United States policy toward 193
Vessels engaged in, to be refused bunkers 203
(See also Blacklist, Commercial restrictions.)
Enemy trading list . (See B lacklist
.
)
Enemy vessel . (See Vessels, enemy character.)
England, export of goods to, from Russia 142
(See also Great Britain.)
English language, use in cables permitted 174, 177, 180, 186
Entente, Triple. (See Allies.)
Eritria, Italian expansion in 103
Espionage act, United States 162
Esthonia (Estland):
Export from, prohibited 143
Recognition of 11
Exports Administration Board, United States 192
Exports Council , United States 192
Exports. (See Commercial restrictions.)
Ex-territorial jurisdiction 92
Evacuation of territory. (See Armistice.)
Far East, destruction of German business in 92
Faroe Islands, vessels trading with to be examined 203
Ferdinand, Bulgarian king, abdication 11
Financial regulations to be respected 45




Declaration of independence 47
Export regulations 140, 142
Gulf of , navigation in forbidden 131
Powers of Diet 47
Recognition of 47
Fishing vessels. (See Vessels.)
Flag:
Evidence of enemy character
'
m 39
Neutral, covers enemy goods 44
Of requisitioned vessels 104
Foch, General, authorized to communicate terms of armistice 212
Force:
Use of against submarines illegally in neutral waters 1 18
Use of by neutral 156
Foreign-controlled company, definition 88
Fortifications, dismantling. (See Armistice.)
Fourteen points of peace, President Wilson's 210, 211
Fuel. (See Coaling.)
France:
Agreement with Italy with reference to entry into war 101
Cable censorship regulations 183, 184
Evacuation of 68
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Import from, prohibited 200
Law, transfer of vessels . . 47-48
Notice of mine fields 48
Proclamation, sojourn of vessels 47
Protectorate in Morocco, recognition of 208
Recognition of States by 11, 12, 49
Fraudulent papers. (See Ship's papers.)
Free ships, free goods. (See Enemy goods in neutral vessels.)
Freedom of the seas 211
Free access to sea approved 98
French language, use in cables permitted 174, 177, 180, 186
Galicia 13
Geneva convention ... 90
German Bay, defensive sea area 53
German East Africa, evacuation of 62
Germany:




Pronlongation 75, 78, 84
Terms demanded of 211
Armistices 12,13,56,145
Bunkers refused to vessels found for 203
Declaration on signing armistice 73
Declaration of war 11, 99
Declaration war zone 51
Destruction of commercial establishments in Far East 92
Destruction of vessels in neutral ports 213
Effect of blockade on 95
Export to, prohibited 196,198
Hostilities against Poland to cease 85
(See also Armistice.)
Imports from, prohibited 200
Merchant fleet to be under allied control 83
Index. 227
Germany—Continued. Page.
National constitutional assembly proposed 55
Notice, defensive sea area 53
Oversea trade of, eliminated 93
Private property taken from occupied regions to be restored 82
Provisioning of, during armistice 66
Regulations, enemy character 52, 53
Regulations, sojourn of vessels 49
Relations with Netherlands 168
Restriction of commercial establishments in South America 92
Restriction of propaganda in Spain 92
Trade with border neutrals 93
World opinion of objects and methods 92
Goods, enemy, liability on national vessels 129
(See also Armistice, Enemy character.)
Goritzia, Italy to receive 101
Gradisca, Italy to receive 101
Great Britain:
Agreement with Italy relating to entry into war 101
Cable censorship regulations referred to 183, 184
Export to, prohibited 196, 198
Foreign ports of registry 87
Import from, prohibited 200
Laws not applicable to dominions 87
Law, transfer of vessels 87, 88
Merchant shipping act, amendment to 87
Notice, visit and search 87
Proclamation, export prohibition 95, 97
Proclamation, radio 86
Recognition of States by 11, 12, 99
Report on administration of blockade 91
Statements, destruction of hospital ships * 89, 90
Statements of policy, home for the Jews 98
Trade agreement with Norway 194
Greece:
Claim to Albanian territory 102
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Licenses for export to 195
Territory to be evacuated 35
Guarantee, of Poland, by Germany 54
Guatemala:
Declaration of war 11
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Gulfs. (See Territorial waters.)
Hague convention, 1907:
VIII. Convention relative to the laying of automatic submarine contact
mines 119
Notice of anchored mines (art. 3, sec. 2) 48
X. Convention for the adaptation to maritime war of the principles of the
Geneva Convention of 1906.. .' 90
Hospital ships 42, 149
XIII. Convention concerning the rights and duties.of neutral powers in mari-
time war 100, 116
Sojourn of war vessels 46
Haiti:
Declaration of war 11
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
228 Index.
\ Halifax: Page.
Calls at, abolished 194




Declaration of independence 12
Recognition of 12
Surrender of garrisons in , 161
Helgoland, occupation of 75
Holland. (See Netherlands.)
Holy See. (See Papacy.)
Honduras:
Declaration of war 11, 99
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 20')
Hospital ships. (See Vessels.)
Hostilities, cessation of. (See Armistice, Germany.)
Humanity, crimes against 90
Hungary, armistice 30
(See also Austria-Hungary.)
Iceland, vessels trading with, to be examined 203
Imports. (See Commercial restrictions.)
Indemnity. (See Peace terms.)
Independence, right of 108
(See also Declaration of Independence, Recognition.)
Inland waters. (See Territorial waters.)
Inlets. (See Territorial waters.)
Innocent passage, permitted 151
Interallied chartering committee 92, 204, 205
International Armistice Commission. (See Armistice Commissions.)
International law:
Crimes against 90
Requires compensation for requisitioned vessels 167, 170
Right of requisition under 166, 170
To be applied in naval war 130
International Red Cross Committee. (See Red Cross.)
Interned civilians. (See Armistice, repatriation.)
Internment:
Of submarines 116
Of war vessels '. 155
Radio to be dismantled 155
Supervision by neutral 156
Swedish decree relating to 155
(See also Armistice.)
Istria, Italy to receive . 101
Italian language, use in cables permitted 180, 186
Italians, declaration of independence 108
Italy:
Agreement on entering war 101
Agreement with Jugo Slavs 108
Blockade of : 107
Declaration of war by 103
Decree, jurisdictional waters 99
Decree, requisition of vessels 104
Decree, transfer of vessels 105
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Notice mine fields 100, 107
Index. 229
flaly—Continued. Page.
Protectorate of Albania promised to 102
Recognition of States by 11, 12, 107, 109
Territory promised to 101
Japan:
Declaration, days of grace ; 112
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Instructions, visit and search 113
Ordinance, transfer of vessels 114
Notification, defensive sea areas 109, 110
Recognition of States by 11
Regulations, defensive sea area 109, 110
Jews, British statement of policy with reference to national home for 98
Jugo-Slavs:
Agreement with Italy 108
Barrier to aggression 49
Declaration of independence 12, 107, 108
Declaration of Supreme War Council in reference to 98
National aspirations of, approved '. ... 98, 107, 108, 209
Recognition of . . 12, 13, 98, 209
Jurisdiction, ex-territorial 92
Jurisdictional waters. (See Territorial waters.)
Kaiser Wilhelm Canal 50
Khios, Island of, defensive sea area around 160
Kirkwall, stoppage of vessels at 94
Kogrund Passage, navigation of 156, 157
Lanfranc, British hospital ship 90, 91
Lausanne, treaty of 103
Leichtenstein:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Liberia:
Export to, prohibited. 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Libya, rights of Italy in 103
Licenses. (See Commercial restrictions.)
Lithuania:
Declaration ofindependence 54
Recognition of 12, 54
Livonia (Lifland), export from, prohibited 139,143
Local regulations 152
(See also Port Regulations.)
Local trade, vessels engaged in. (See Vessels.)
Log, ship's:
Entry of visit in 41
Ship's paper 40
Luxemburg:
Evacuation of 57, 98
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Mails, on prize to be forwarded 43
Martha Wasington, Austrian vessel requisitioned, by United States 171
Mediterranean Sea:
Political balance in 102
Vessels trading with neutral ports in, to be examined 203
War zone in 52, 201
Mesapotamia, surrender of garrisons in 161
230 Index.
Mexico: Page.
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Telegraph and telephone messages to, to be censored 172
Military information. (See Censorship, transmission of intelligence.)
Military material. (See Armistice, commercial restrictions.)
Military necessity justifies requisition of vessel 166, 170
Military port. (See Port.)
Milyukoff, Paul, Russian foreign minister, statement by 208
Mined areas:
Adriatic Sea „ 100
Baltic Sea 135
Black Sea 132
Danish coast 134, 135
Gulf of Bothnia 136
Gulf of Finland 131
Kogrund Passage 156




(See also Defensive sea areas.)
Mines:
France, notice of areas 48
Italy, decree relating to 100
Italy, notice of areas 107
Marking of areas . 120
Regulations for navigation in 158
Reward for location of 132
Roumania, notice of areas 118, 119
Russia, notice of areas 132, 133, 134, 135, 136
Sweden, regulations relating to 158
Use of, by neutrals 150
(See also Armistice.)
Mohammedan power, to control Arabia - 103
Monaco:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, pi ohibited 200.
Montenegro:
Claim to Albania 102
Export to, prohibited - 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Morocco:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
French protectorate in. - 208
Import from, prohibited 200
Neutrality regulations H5
Nationalistic aspirations. (See Recognition.)
Nationality:
Basis for territorial allocations 1°8
Of corporations 206
Right of 49>1°8
(See also Declaration of independence, recognition.)
Naval material. (See Armistice, commercial restrictions.)
Navigation:
Freedom of. (See Armistice, freedom of the seas.)
In belligerent waters 163
In neutral waters I58
Internal I39
In territorial waters , 49
Index. 231
Navigation regulations: Page.
Bunker coal permitted 143, 169
Bunker-coal regulations, purpose of 194
Bunker-coal restrictions 92, 202
Bunker coal to be refused vessels not registered .' 206
By Russia 131,136,137
By Sweden 156, 159
By United States 162, 201, 202, 205, 206, 207
Clearance licenses, to be issued 202
Clearance, may be refused 196
Deck cargoes, restrictions on 207
Dunnage, export forbidden 206, 207
For Adriatic Sea .... 100
For defensive sea areas 110, 111
(See also Defensive sea areas.)
For Gulf of Bothnia 138
For Gulf of Finland 131, 137
For Gulf of Riga 138
For Kogrund Passage .- 156
For military ports 117
For mined areas 119
(See also Mined areas.)
For Swedish, coast 134
For White Sea 133
Licenses required 106, 201
National vessels, restrictions on 114
Neutral, to be observed 156
Removed by armistice 67
Sailing vessels forbidden in war zone 201, 202
(See also Commercial restrictions, Defensive sea area, Local regulations, Mined
areas, War zones.)
Nepal:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Netherlands:
Colonies, trade with Germany 93
Commercial agreements 167, 194
Export to, prohibited 97, 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Licenses for export 195
Prisoners of war, interned in 61
Requisition of vessels by United States . 166
Requisition of vessels explained 169
To be notified of freedom of navigation 67
Vessels trading with to be examined 203
Vessels, use of by United States 170
Neutral commerce. (See Commercial restrictions
.
)
Neutral flag. (See Flag.)
Neutral goods in enemy vessel 122
Neutral persons. (Sec Persons.)
Neutral property at sea. (See Blockade, Capture, Contraband, Free ships, Neu-
tral goods, Unneutral service, Visit and search.)
Neutral rights, German attitude toward 169
Neutral shipping companies, agreements with 92
Neutral States:
Bordering Germany, trade of * 93
Export prohibitions to, purpose of 195
Methods of bringing economic pressure upon 93
Notifications to. (See Armistice.)
Trade agreements with 193
232 Index.
Pa^e.
Neutral traders, scrutiny of suspected 92
Neutral zone. (See Armistice.)
Neutrality:
Morocco regulations relating to 115
Observance of regulations required 150
Revocation of 34
Swedish regulations relating to 150
Tinted States laws of, amended 162
Violation of 150
Neutralization of Albania 102
Neutralized territory, visit and search in forbidden 39
New Amsterdam. Netherlands' vessel not requisitioned 169
Nicaragua:
Declaration of war 11
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Norway:
Export to, prohibited 97, 196, 199
Export to, from Russia 142, 14
1
Import from, prohibited 200
License for export to 195
Note, limits of military ports 117
Note, sojourn of vessels 117
Recognition of states by 11
Regulations, territorial waters 118
To be notified of freedom of navigation 67
Trade agreements with belligerents , 194
Vessels trading with to be examined 203
Occupation of territory. (See Armistice.)
Occupied territory, status of 39
Oman:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Order regulations 121
Paderewsti, Ignace, prime minister of Poland, recognition of government of 212
Palestine, statement of policy with reference to 98
Panama:
Export to, prohibited 196,199
Import from, prohibited 200
Papacy, exclusion from peace negotiations 103
Papers. (See Ship's papers.)
Paraguay:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Parole of personnel of interned vessel 156
Passport, ship's paper 39
Peace, conditions of a just 98
Peace negotiations 148
Exclusion of Papacy from 103
Peace preliminaries, armistice to be extended to 75, 78
Peace terms:
Compensation for damages 212
Fourteen points 210, 211
Restoration of territory 212
Peace treaty:
Agreement relating to 101
Ordinance to terminate after 115
Index. 233
Persia: Page.
Evacuation of 148, 160
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200








On neutral vessel, may be made prisoner of war 130
Removed from vessel in belligerent waters 163
Treatment of vessel carrying 42, 44
Nationality of 206
Neutral—
On prize to be released 43
Commercial agreements with belligerent 92
Noncombatants
—
Effect of armistice on . 74
Safety to be assured before destruction of vessel 43
Treatment of on prize 42
Peru:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Petrograd, export from, forbidden 139, 143




Use of neutral, required 131, 152
Pilot vessel, signals of '. 110, HI
Pilotage 50
In defensive sea area 110, 111, 157
In mine fields 119
Regulations 152
Poisoned wells to be revealed 60
Pola, occupation of 19
Poland:
Barrier to aggression 49
Declaration of independence 108
Hostilities against, to cease : 85
Independence of, affirmed 98
Recognition of 12, 13, 53, 209, 212
Police power of State; not affected by government operation of means of com-
munication 190
Police regulations 45, 152
Port:
Conditionally open 120
Military, access to, forbidden 117
Open, definition of 120
Police powers of 213
Port regulations, to be respected 45, 121, 152
Portugal:
Export to, prohibited 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 200
Post al . (See Armistice .
)
Postmaster General, United States, to operate cables 190
1 'reemption 93
234 Index.
Prisoners of war: Page.
Armed forces of enemy on neutral vessel treated as 130
Conventions relating to 61
Neutral persons on prize, not so considered 43
Officers and crew of enemy prize treated as 42
Repatriation of. (See Armistice.)
Private property at sea. (See Blockade, Capture, Commercial restrictions, Con-
traband, Enemy character, Free snips, Neutral goods, Neutral commerce,
Unneutral service, Visit and search.)
Privateers, sojourn of, forbidden . . 152
Prize:
Appraisal of, Russian regulations 127
Asylum to 152
Definition -. 40
Destruction of. (See Destruction.)
Hatches to be sealed 42
Passengers to be released 42
Perishable goods on, to be sold 43
Restoration of 151
Sale of, in neutral territory forbidden 152
Sequestration of 51
Sojourn of, forbidden 152
To be adjudicated 44
To be brought to port . , 43
Treatment of 42
Prize court:
Forbidden in neutral territory 50, 152
To adjudicate all prizes ' 40, 43, 44
Vessels condemned by, to be restored 76
Prize money, abolished 126
Prize regulations:
China 33
Enforcement of * >. 45
Russia 121,127,128,129,130
Protectorate:
Morocco, by France 208
Albania, by Italy . 102
Ports of 47
Recognition of .-.— 208
Protest:
Misuse of hospital ships 89
Destruction of hospital ships 90
Terms of armistice 74
Provisional government, recognition of 12, 208, 212
(See also De facto government, Recognition.)
Provisioning of belligerent war vessels in neutral port 50, 151
(See also Base of operations.)
Prussia, abdication of king of 55
Radiotelegraphy:
Berlin convention relating to 213
Control of, by belligerent 86
Control of, on vessels in territorial waters 86
Great Britain, proclamation relating to 86
Restrictions upon use of 204
Sojourning vessel to observe regulations 121
Station not to be established in neutral territory 152
To be dismantled on interned vessel 155
United States law, authorizing taking over by government 190
Uruguay, decree relating to 212
Use of, required on passenger vessels 212
(See also, Armistice, Transmission of intelligence.)
Index. 235
Railways. (Sec Armistice.)
Rationing. (Sec Commercial restrictions.) Page.
Recapture 44








Great Britain 11, 99
Italy 11,109
Japan 11
United States 11 , 209













United States 12, 209
Lithuania by Germany 12, 54




Germany . : 12, 53
United States 12, 209, 212










Recruiting in neutral territory forbidden 162
Red Cross?
Note relating to destruction of hospital ships 90
Protection of 149
Registration of vessels, United States regulations 205
Release:
Of innocent vessel, 41, 43
Of recaptured vessel 44
Of persons on prize 42
Religious vessels. (See Vessels.)
Reparation. (See Armistice.)
Repair of vessels. (See Asylum.)




Appraisal of vessels 171
Of bunker fuel on neutral vessel permitted 170
236 Index.
Requisition—Continued. Page.
Of enemy vessel 113
Compensation for 170, 171
United States resolution authorizing 171
Of material on neutral vessel 170
Of merchant vessels, agreement for use of 105
Authorized 104, 163
Compensation for 104, 105
Italian decree relating to 104
United States act authorizing 166
Uruguay decree authorizing 213
Of national vessels 114
Of neutral vessels 167
Compensation for 169
Right of when in belligerent jurisdiction 166
Justification for 169, 170
United States authorization 166, 167, 170
Requisitions, to be paid for 33
(See also Armistice.)
Restoration:
Of illegally taken prize 151
Of territory. (See Peace terms.)
Of vessels. (See Armistice.)
Retaliation 52, 193
Revolution. (See Abdication, Recognition.)
Responsibility:
For destruction, in prohibited area 135, 136
For destruction of neutral vessel 126
For violation of conventions 90
Rhine:
Evacuation of left bank of 58, 69
Occupation of right bank of 76, 183
Riga, Gulf of, navigation in, closed 138
Rivers. (See Territorial waters.)
Roadsteads. (See Territorial waters.)
Rome, Congress of (1918) 209
Roumania:
Armistice 12
Declaration of war 11
Evacuation of 61
Export to, prohibited 196,199
Import from, prohibited ". 201
Law, protection of Red Cross t 149
Notice of mine fields 1 18, 1 19
Passage of troops, forbidden 34
Roumanians, declaration of independence of 108
Russia:
Abdication of Czar 12,144
Agreement with Italy on entry into war 101
Armistice 13, 145
Care of prisoners of war 80
Decree, treatment of cargo on national vessels 128
Decree, declaration of London 130
Evacuation of 61
Export to, prohibited : 196,199
Import from, prohibited 201
Internal situation of it
Notice of mine fields 132,133,134,135,135
Order, enemy character of vessels t J J
Index. 237
Russia—Continued. Page.
Recognition of provisional government of 208
Recognition of States by 11
Regulations, appraisal of prize 127
Regulations, export of goods 139
Regulations, navigation 131, 136, 137
Regulations, prize 121,127,128,129,130
Regulations, sojourn of vessels 120
Reply of provisional government to recognition by United States 208
Warships to be surrendered 66
Safety regulations 121
Sale of vessel. (See Transfer of vessel.)
Salvador:
Export to, prohibited. 196, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Samos, Island of, defensive sea area around 159
Sanitary regulations 45, 152
San Marino:
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Sardinero, Spanish vessel submarined 168
Scientific vessels. (See Vessels.)
Search:
Procedure 41, 122
Use of force 41
(See also Visit and search.)
Secret treaties. (See Treaties.)
Secretary of Commerce. (See United States.)
Secretary of the Navy. (See United States.)
Secretary of War. (See United States.)




Claim to Albanian territory 102
Deficiency of transport material 31,32
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited. 201
Telegraphic service with 32
Territory to be evacuated 35
Ships. (See Vessels.)
Ship's papers:
Care of after capture 42
Destruction of, renders vessel liable 42
Fraudulent, renders vessel liable , 42
List of 39,40
To be turned over to convoying vessel 154
Siam:
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Sick and wounded. (See Armistice, Red Cross.)
Sailing vessels. (See Vessels, Navigation regulations.)
Sofia, Bulgaria, not to be occupied 37
Sojourn:
China, regulations relating to 38
Ecuador, regulations relating to. 45
France, proclamation relating to 47
Germany, regulations relating to 49
Norway, note relating to 117
Of armed merchant vessels • 38
238 Index.
Sojourn—Continued.
Of belligerent war vessels
—
Duration of stay— Page.
Twenty-four hour rule 150, 151
Fourteen days 50
Forbidden 118
Hague conventions to apply 46
Interval between departure of vessels of opposing belligerents, 24 hours. 50, 151
Licensed pilots to be employed 152
Local regulations to be observed 152
Notice to port authorities required 49, 121
Number of vessels in port at one time, 3 50, 151
Of hospital ships 151
Of nonbelligerent war vessels
—
Anchorage regulations 45
Crew not to land armed v 46
Death sentence not to be executed on 46
duration of stay, 15 days 45
Forbidden—
In inner territorial waters „ 150
In war ports 117, 150
Hydrographic observations forbidden 46
Notification of port authorities required 45, 46
Number of vessels in port at onetime, 3 45
Violation of regulations, ground for ejection 46
Of privateers, forbidden 152
Of prizes . (See Prizes
.
)
Of scientific, religious, and philanthropic vessels 50, 151




Application of reciprocity ; 121
In belligerent port, regulations 46, 147
Violating neutrality, forbidden 150
Withheadsof State 45,50
With diplomatiq officers 45, 50
Russia, regulations relating to 120
Somaliland, Italian expansion in 103
South America, restriction of German business in
,
92
Sovereign state, rights of 169
Spanish language, use of, in cables permitted 156, 174, 177, 180
Spain:
Destruction of vessels of 168
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Restriction of German propaganda in 92
Vessels trading with, to be examined 203
Zone of influence in Morocco 116
Sphere of influence 102, 11
6
States of the world, list of 196,198,201
Submarine cables. (See Cables, Censorship.)
Submarine mines. (See Mines.)
Submarine vessels:
Moroccan ordnance relating to 116
Neutral military, forbidden in neutral waters 118
Neutral, regulations for 116
Navigation regulations for 118




Submarine warfare, effect of 93, 168
Supplying vessels. (See Base of operations, Provisioning.)
Supreme War Council, declaration with reference to Slavs 98
Suspension of arms, agreement for, 148; (see also Armistice).
Sweden:
Decree, internment of war vessels 155
Exports to, prohibited 97,197,199
Import from, prohibited 201
Intermediary between United States and Austria-Hungary 209
Law, convoy 153
License for export to 195
Mine fields, on coast of 134, 135
Mine laying by 132, 134
Note, extent of territorial waters 153
Proclamation, protection of hospital ships 149
Recognition of States by 11
Regulations, navigation of Kogrund passage ~. 156
Regulations, neutrality , 150
Trade agreements 194
Switzerland:
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Intermediary between United States and Germany 211
Licenses for export to 195
Prisoners of war interned in 61
Recognition of States by 11
Trade agreements '. 193
Vessels for use of 168
Syria:
Minefields off coast of 48
Surrender of garrisons in 161
Taxing power of state not affected by Government operation of means of com-
munication 190
Telegraph, censorship of 172
United States law authorizing taking over by Government 190




United States law authorizing taking over by Government 190
(See also Armistice, Censorship, Transmission of intelligence.)
Territorial integrity, Persia 148
Territorial inviolability 102
Territorial waters:




Four-mile limit 118, 153
Six-mile limit 100
Inland, navigation of 49, 132
Inner, defined 150
Innocent passage of 151
Italy, decree relating to 99
Morocco, ordinance relating to 116
Neutral , hostilities in forbidden 50, 151
Neutral, visit and search in, forbidden 39
Norway, regulations defining 118
Rivers, navigation of 49
240 Index.
Territorial waters —Continued. Page.
Roadsteads, Swedish 150
Swedish note relating to 153
Use of radio-telegraphy in f. 86
(See also Ports.)
Territory:
Belligerent, control of property within 169
Evacuation of. (See Armistice.)
Trade with the enemy:
Prevented 91
Vessels engaged in, liable to capture 40, 42
United States act prohibiting 193
(See also Commercial restrictions.)
Transfer of flag. (See Transfer of vessels.)
Transfer of vessels:
Canada, act relating to 87
France, law relating to 47, 48
Great Britain, law relating to 87, 88
Incomplete, evidence of enemy character 39
Italian decree, relating to 105
Japanese ordinance relating to 114
Penalty for 48
Prohibited during war 47, 205
Procedure for 48, 122, 206
Restrictions applied to transfer of mortgages ' 88
To neutral flag forbidden by armistice 67
United States proclamation relating to 165
Means of, may be taken over by Government 190
Means of, not to be established in neutral territory 152
Means of preventing divulgence of military information 176, 177
To enemy, forbidden 172
To enemy, liability of vessels engaged in 49, 123, 121, 130













Treaty of Bucharest, Roumania-Central Powers (1918) 62
Treaty of Brest-Litovsk, Russia-Central Powers (1918) 145
Treaty of Lausanne, Italy-Turkey (1912) 103
Prisoners of war 61
Radiotelegraphy, treaty of Berlin 213
Triple Entente, separate peace repudiated (1914) 103
War—Italy-Allies, conditions of entering war (1915) 101





Trentino, Italy to receive 101
Trieste, Italy to receive 101
Tripolitania, surrender of ports in 161
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;birsdfilJfif 204
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Shipping Board... .^^0^^02,203,205,206
- Statements; requisition of vessels ""•
' MaoHKf rrnr-jn lb7, 17°
Terms of armistice suggested by ... .
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United States—Continued.
War Trade Board— Page.
Personnel 194




War Trade Council 192
Unneutral service:
liability of vessels for 42, 123, 124, 130
Vessels engaged in, not permitted in convoy 154
Vessels engaged in, to be refused bunkers 203
(See also Enemy character—Persons, enemy—Transmission of intelligence-
Troops.)
Uruguay:
Decree, radio telegraphy 212
Decree, requisition of vessels 213
Export to, prohibited. , 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Relations with Germany 11
Vardoe, Norway, military port 117
Venezuela:
Export to, prohibited 197, 199
Import from, prohibited 201
Vessels:
Allied-
Liability ofenemy goods on 129
Trade to be carried on in 143
Appraisal of 127
Auxiliary, classed as war vessles 45
Bearing chiefs of state, sojourn of 50, 121
Bearing diplomatic officers, sojourn of 50, 121
Cartel, exempt from capture 42
Charter by neutral to belligerent 168
Coast fishing, exempt from capture 42
Construction for foreign owner forbidden 165
Enemy, liability of 43, 44
Enemy, treatment at outbreak of war. (See Days of grace.)
Fishing, navigation of 137
Hospital, distinguishing marks 149
Destruction of 89, S©
Exempt from capture 42
Misuse of 89
Note of International Red Cross Committee in reference to 90
Sojourn of 151
Swedish proclamation relating to 149
Use of distinguishing marks discontinued 91
Visit and search of 90
Interned, armed guard to be placed on 1 213




Enemy character, German regulations 52, 53
Liable to be fired on - - 88
Not considered contraband 125
National
Bunker restrictions 203
Liability of enemy property on 129
License requirements 1°6
Permitted to navigate in mined area 157
Trade to be carried on, in 143
Trading with the enemy, liability of 42




Bunkers to, restricted 203
Liability of 123
Liability of cargo 124




Cargo on, restricted 207
Definition of. 202
Forbidden in war zone 201, 202
Licenses to prohibited 201
Scientific, philanthropic, and religious:
Exempt from capture 42
Sojourn of 50, 151
Small, navigation of 138
Submarine. (-See Armistice; Submarine vessels.)
Surrender of. (See Armistice.)
Transferor (See Transfer of vessels.)
War, definition 45
V irgin Islands, enemy vessels in, not to be requisitioned 171
Visit and search:
Examination of papers 40
Forbidden in neutral waters 39, 50, 151
Great Britain, notice relating to 87
In belligerent waters 163
In port 94
Japanese instructions relating to 113
Liability for disobeying orders 88
Liability for resistance to 44, 123
Of hospital ships 90
Procedure for 40,88,113
Release of innocent vessel after 41
Right of 39
Vessels subject to 40
Vistula, river 62
Vital interests 102, 108
War, state of, proclaimed 166
Warship, definition 45
War Trade Board. (See United States.)
War Trade Council. (See United States.)
War zone:
Effect of 93, 94
Germany, declaration of. 51, 168
Navigation restrictions in ! 201, 202
Treatment of hospital ships in 89
Treatment of neutral ships in 52
Vessels entering, without knowledge 52
War zones:
Bay of Biscay '. 201
Mediterranean Sea , 52, 201
Waters around Azores 51
Waters around England and France 51
White Sea, mines in 133
William, German Emperor, abdication of 12, 55
Wilson, President:
Fourteen points of peace, referred to 210, 211
Statement with reference to Dutch ships 167
Proclamations and Executive orders by. (See United States.)
Yemen, surrender of garrison in 161
O
